‘Social Distancing’ Drawing Activities
During these uncertain and challenging times drawing, painting and the arts in
general can be one way of keeping yourself occupied and contribute to your well
being. With this in mind I am challenging you all to keep creating until we meet
again. Should I not be able to communicate for a while or vice versa these activities
are my suggestions.
Make a series of studies based on themes titled: What Do You Miss or What you
Now Value.

For example, I will miss my daily cycle round the park so I could do a series of studies around the
sketches and photos I have taken.
I value some of the little object that remind me of places I travelled and people I have met such as
a collection of spoons form Japan, UK and Germany (plus one Derek made)
The Object of the Exercise
Do drawings of a selection of objects, Still life/natural and practice some of the exercises we have
covered in line, tone and texture. Shake it up a bit and re-interpret those things with some of your
favourite themes or exercises we have covered. Zentangle, breaking down shape and form based
on ideas of cubism, torn paper drawings and collage for example. Work with any media you like. I
will not be looking over your shoulder.
Views Through Your Windows as note the little changes. Practice the colour theory we have
covered and a limited palette. Textural studies in coloured pencil.
Do the one thing we cannot do in class as recommended by Raplh Steadman, do a drawing
after a couple of glasses of your favourite tipple. Try your own portraits…or members of the family
who are with you or photos. I would love to see how they turn out.

Do whatever drawing you like, keep a drawing and painting diary of things that
change, things you discover. The notes below may help. Get your friends and
family drawing. Post your drawings on social media and #socialdistancingdrawing
#whatwemiss #whatwevalue #kentadulteducation #everyday #draw #everydaydraw
#casholmes so we can find you.
Drawings are visual notes and studies which are used to plan work or can be a piece of
work in itself. In addition to the subject matter they should show texture, shape, pattern and
tone. A series of recorded notes and photographs can be often be as useful in addition to a
finished drawing. A drawing can be of a given subject, abstract or representations of
textures or shapes. They can even be three dimensional. Drawings are used for different
things, for design ideas, for quick reference, to communicate an idea where verbal clues
would be difficult (a plan, diagram etc). Draw for yourself for personal use. This is my 20
point guide:
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Make drawings regularly. Once a day if possible, to keep your eye in.
In absence of paint/colouring implements keep extra notes of the colours and
feelings about what you were seeing.
Sometimes draw the underlying structure that cannot be seen to enable it to be
reconstructed later. Many artists draw bone structures to be aware of how the
underlying structure reads in the human body.
In 'Objective Drawing', draw only what can be seen, not what you think is there.
Every mark you make must mean something. Choose a mark which best represents
what you see.
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Vary marks in thickness and density.
Look at everything as though for the first time. Trust your eyes. Have visual
curiosity, see rather than look.
Don't see anything without its background and the spaces between objects,
buildings etc
Every line should mean something and should continue into nothing. It should
describe a shape or lead the eye elsewhere.
Experiment with different methods of making marks.
Everything has a relative tone value (darkness and lightness)
Nothing makes sense until what is beside it is put down. White paper can appear as
holes if not considered as part of the space on the paper..
Draw in the direction of growth (follow the lines of branches, fur etc )
Try various mediums, eg. charcoal, crayon, pencil, cont— crayon, chalk, ink.
Use good quality paper where possible but also experiment. It sometimes helps to
draw on coloured paper.Brown, newspaper, collaged surfaces can be a good.
Keep even scrappy notes for future us.
Refine and extract shapes later to make a design.
Make a view finder. It helps to isolate interesting parts/view which worked on later
for a project/design.
Be prepared to 'play'. Try drawing with charcoal on the end of a stick to improve
control in the arm. Draw without looking at the paper. Make a drawing without taking
your pen off the paper.
Finally, stop worrying if the drawing is 'good enough' or what others may think. You
are drawing for your own reference, it is only for you and a reflection of your though
processes. I could just about bear to lose a piece of work...but a sketchbook is
another thing!
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